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When you have setup your Graphics card,
you can install the software on the Laptop

and you will be able to use the laptop
with both. Pretty awesome :). The dGPU is

much Faster then the built-in graphics
card. So if you have a laptop that was not
designed to have an eGPU and you got it
for a low price, buy it now, and install the

HP eGPU with 1x adapter to have a
perfect performance laptop with tons of

storage, high-speed Thunderbolt 3 USB-C,
and better performance than any desktop

build. We had a few issues with the
MacBook Air, we could not disable the

built-in WiFi as we were instructed.
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(That's a big sign that there was a
problem with our eGPU setup) We had to
move the dGPU to the Thunderbolt 2 port

and it's working perfectly now. The
Thunderbolt 3 port was perfect since the

MacBook was the only device able to
leverage Thunderbolt 3. Razer's dGPU
Tachyon Pro ($359) is a lightning-fast
external graphics-card solution (eGPU)

based on the all-new 14nm FinFET
technology. Razer says it has up to 3x the

performance of the prior-generation
dGPU. What do you get for the lofty price
tag? That's a lot of money but we can tell

you right now that you get much more
than hardware. That's what we mean by

"lightning fast". When we tested it against
our Core i9-9900K-equipped desktop PC

we found the dGPU pulled off some
serious gaming performance and was

able to play our games at 4K with more
than acceptable settings. There are other
14nm GPUs out there, however, such as
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the Asus Ares II and AsRock's dGPU Orion
Pro. These have less features than the

Tachyon Pro, but the sheer performance
of the 14nm solution definitely makes the

Tachyon Pro worth looking into.
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